
 

 

Compass Education  
- Empower & Connect Learning Communities to Educate & Act for a Sustainable Future - 

 

Reaching a Consensus for Action (UN Biodiversity Goals) 

Overview: Students apply their understanding of biodiverse systems to reach a consensus on a plan for 
action to preserve Earth’s biodiversity. 

Grade: 5-12, Math/Science Estimated duration: 1-2 hours depending on age 

Key Concept: Relationships   Related Concepts: Balance & Evidence 

Global Context: Globalization & Sustainability 

Statement of Inquiry: Sustainable systems remain diverse and productive over time  

Debatable Question: What is the value of Biodiversity? 

Resources required: Aichi Targets for Biodiversity, Socratic Smackdown (Institute of Play) 

Outline: This is from a Math/Science unit on Biodiversity, where students inquire into measures and 
definitions of biodiversity. They practice taxonomy methods in dissections, field surveys for collecting 
data, and different ways to analyse this data to communicate the biodiversity of an area (through indices). 
To address the Debatable Question, students must use all of their work from the unit to come to a 
consensus on which UN Biodiversity Goals (from the Aichi Convention) they should take action on.   

 
 

 

Lesson created by: Kate Doré & Luke Doré, MYP Science/Math, Chatsworth International School, Singapore 

Teaching Tips and Ideas:  

To begin the task, the class is divided into four groups (one for each Compass point). They read through the 
Aichi Targets and decide on their Top Three, providing a rationale for their choice and what actions could 
support the targets. They must also plan ways to bring the other Compass Point Groups on board with their 
plan. At this point, many students want to branch to different Compass Points (as they see the larger systems), 
but must keep to their fixed perspective until the larger discussion begins. This ability to change perspective, 
then refocus on their forced objective supports well developed rationales and plans for consensus.  

Groups come together in a round-table discussion to reach a whole-class consensus for their action plan. I love 
to use the game “Socratic Smackdown” from The Institute of Play to scaffold the discussion. Each student/team 
can keep “score” of their contributions using different strategies. I find this both keeps the discussion moving 
productively and respectfully, as well as pushes the depth of the conversations. Students are provided with 
some structure to their language, and feel confident with their ability to navigate a large group discussion.  

 

This task can be used as a foundation for building an actionable plan for service. Using the chosen Aichi 
Biodiversity Target and the Pyramid Lite tool, students can design and implement a Service as Action plan 
within the school. My students have scheduled “Buddy Days” with primary classes that are inquiring into 
related topics. They use this work to plan for their next Buddy Day. Some examples of their themes include: 
leading plant dissections to classify various flowers, biodiversity field studies on campus grounds, planting 
flowers in vertical “gardens” to host butterflies, and leading a scavenger hunt for medicinal plants. 

What the Compass does: 

 Focuses objectives (used as forced 

perspective) to think deeper about 

issues before applying it back to a 

larger scope.  

 Organises thinking to structure 

meaningful student initiated work. 

 Helps students analyse complex 

concepts, apply their own 

knowledge and skills, and reflect on 

their own approaches to learning.  

 Encourages deeper creative and 

critical thinking.  

https://www.cbd.int/doc/strategic-plan/2011-2020/Aichi-Targets-EN.pdf
http://www.instituteofplay.org/work/projects/print-play-games-2/socratic-smackdown/

